In this paper, we propose an automatic inspection system, which can automatically detect four types of muras on an LCD panel: cluster mura, v-band mura, rubbing mura, and light leakage mura. To detect cluster muras, the Laplacian of Gaussian (LOG) filter is used. A multi-resolution approach is proposed to detect cluster muras of different scales. To speed up the processing speed, this multi-resolution approach is actually implemented in the frequency domain. To detect v-band muras, we check the variation tendency of the projected 1-D intensity profile. Then, v-band muras are detected by identifying these portions of the 1-D profile where a large deviation occurs. To detect rubbing muras, we designed a frequency mask to detect distinct components in the frequency domain. To detect light leak muras, we apply image mirroring over the boundary parts and adopt the same LOG filter that has been used in detecting cluster muras. All four types of mura detection are integrated together in an efficient way and simulation results demonstrate that this system is indeed very helpful in detecting mura defects.
INTRODUCTION
As TFT-LCD (Thin Film Transistor Liquid Crystal Display) devices get more and more popular in display market, the inspection of LCD quality has been receiving increasing attention. So far, most inspection methods depend on the perception of human eyes. However, there are many disadvantages in human inspection: high labor power, inconsistent detection, and limitations in visual sensitivity. Hence, automatic inspection based on machine vision could be another option for the inspection of LCD panels.
In this paper, we propose an automatic inspection system for the inspection of visual defects on TFT-LCD panels. These visual defects are usually called muras in the literature. They are defined as visible imperfections on an active LCD display screen. A typical mura usually appears as a low-contrast and non-uniform region and is typically larger than a single pixel [1] . The causes of muras are due to the imperfection manufactures of various components or foreign particles within the liquid crystal. Several efforts have already been spent to classify these defects and to establish the evaluation standards [1] [2] . Several detection algorithms, on the other hand, have also been proposed in the literature [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In this paper, we focus on the detection of four types of muras. The contents of this paper are organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the inspection procedure of our mura inspection system and propose several mura detection algorithms. Conclusions are then given in Section 3.
INSPECTION PROCEDURE
The inspection system is shown in Figure 1 . It consists of three major parts: 1) the LCD panel under test, 2) a CCD camera, and 3) a personal computer to execute mura detection algorithms. The inspection procedure is described as follows. The LCD panel is first placed on the equipment vertically. This panel is driven by a pattern generator to generate patterns of constant gray level. Then, a high-resolution digital camera takes a few FOS (Front-Of-Screen) images and these FOS images are transmitted to the computer to be inspected by our mura inspection algorithms. The CCD camera has a 14-bit dynamic range and a spatial resolution of 2048 by 2048 pixels. The detection flow chart of this mura detection system is illustrated in Figure 1 (b). Among various kinds of mura defects, our mura inspection system focuses on the detection of four typical types of mura defects: cluster mura, vertical-band mura (v-band mura), rubbing mura, and light leak mura (LL mura). A cluster mura usually appears as a cluster of dark or bright points in a localized area, as shown at the central bottom of Figure  2 (a); v-band mura appears as a wide, vertical stripe with different brightness with respect to the background, as shown in the middle of Figure 2 (b); rubbing mura usually appears as tiled lines with a 45-degree angle spreading over a large region, as shown in Figure 2 (c); and light leak mura appears at the boundary of LCD panels, as shown on the top and bottom of Figure 2(d) .
The inspection procedure of our system is illustrated in Figure 3 . The LCD panel is first driven by patterns of constant gray level. The image is transmitted to the computer to be processed by the detection algorithms. The detection procedure consists of two major tracks. In one track, v-band muras are to be detected in the spatial domain via a curve fitting method. In the other track, the boundary of the FOS image is first padded with mirror images that are to be used for the detection of light-leak muras. The image is then transformed into the frequency domain to detect cluster muras, rubbing muras, and light-leak muras. The results of all these four mura detection algorithms are then combined together to generate the final detection report.
Inspection of Cluster Mura
Cluster Mura usually appears as a cluster of bright or dark points in a localized area [9] . Generally speaking, there are two types of cluster mura: round-type cluster mura and line-type cluster mura, as shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b). A major cause of cluster mura is due to dust or particles coming into some layers of LCD panel. Poor LCD manufactory process may also produce this type of defects.
In [9] , we proposed a 2-D LOG (Laplacian of Gaussian) filters to detect cluster muras. The LOG filter is designed to match the shapes of cluster mura, with the optimal threshold being determined based on the SEMU formula [9] . To detect round-type cluster muras, the round-type LOG filter is chosen to be and σ y , respectively. If we choose σ x = σ y = σ, then there is only one parameter to be assigned by the users. On the other hand, to detect a horizontal line-type cluster mura, the LOG filter is chosen to be ( )
If the ratio of y x σ σ / is fixed, there is only one parameter left [9] . Similarly, to detect a vertical line-type mura, we can use an operator similar to (2) with ∇ yy being replaced by ∇ xx . Figure 5 shows these two types of LOG operator and Figure 4 Even though the method proposed in [9] is quite effective in detecting cluster muras, the execution time of spatial convolution could be a problem. In the detection of cluster muras, we need to inspect muras of different sizes. As we increase the size of the LOG operator to detect cluster muras of larger size, the computation load of the convolution operation increases exponentially. To deal with this kind of problem, we convert the operation from spatial domain to frequency domain. In theory, convolution of two digital patterns in the spatial domain is equivalent to multiplication of their counterparts in the frequency domain. More explicitly, we have (4) where * denotes the convolution operation and ℑ{.} denotes the Fourier transform operation. Hence, to perform the convolution operation, we may compute the Fourier transforms of the original image and the LOG operator first, multiply their transforms together, and then perform inverse Fourier transformation over their multiplication product to get the final convolution result. (c) . After computing the multiplication product, we perform inverse Fourier transform to get the corresponding convolution result. A threshold is then selected to detect cluster muras. Figure 6 (e) shows a zoomed image of the red rectangle area marked in Figure 6 (a). Figure 6 (f) shows the corresponding detection result. These detected pixels are grouped into blobs. Based on the Semu formula [2] , we further check the semu value of these detected blobs to determine whether these blobs are perceivable to human eyes.
As mentioned above, different sizes of LOG filters are used to detect cluster muras of different scales. Here we adopt a multi-resolution approach to detect cluster muras of various sizes. Note that we only need to perform the Fourier transform of the original image once. To detect cluster muras of different sizes, we only need to multiply the Fourier transform of the original image with the Fourier transforms of different LOG filters. These multiplication products are then converted back to the spatial domain, respectively. All these convolution results are then merged in a proper way to generate the final results. Figure 7 illustrates an example for the proposed multi-resolution cluster mura detection. Figure  7 (a) contains 8 synthesized muras, with radius being 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 , respectively. The luminance of the background is zero. For this example, we apply two LOG filters with σ = 10 and 30, respectively. In theory, it can be deduced that, for each LOG filter, the convolution result will reach its maximum magnitude when the size of mura matches to the size of the LOG filter [9] . Figure 7 (b) shows the convolution result by using the LOG filter with σ = 10. It can be seen that the convolution result does reach its maximum magnitude (represented in red) at the mura with radius 10. Figure 7 (c) shows a similar result when we use the LOG filter with σ = 30. Moreover, both LOG filters are normalized to have their positive parts summed to 1 and negative parts summed to -1. With this normalization, when the intensity difference between the mura and the surrounding background is kept the same, the maximum magnitude of the convolution result for different LOG filters will also be normalized to be the same.
After performing multiple convolutions with LOG filters of different scales, we merge all convolution results by calculating at each pixel the maximum magnitude of all convolution results. That is, we calculate
where result i (x,y) denotes the convolution result at (x,y) with the use of the ith LOG filter. by setting the threshold to be 100. As expected, it can be seen that the smaller LOG filter detects only small muras, while the larger LOG filter detects only large muras. However, with the proposed multi-resolution approach, all sizes of mura defects can be correctly detected.
(e) (f) (g) Figure 7 Multi-resolution cluster mura detection (a) test image; (b) result by using an LOG filter with σ =10; (c) result by using an LOG filter with σ =30; (d) maximization of (b) and (c); (e)~(g) detection results of (b)~(d), respectively, with threshold =100.
Inspection of V-band Mura
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V-band mura appears as a wide, vertical stripe with different brightness with respect to the background. The cause of V-Band Mura usually comes from non-uniform thickness of components, such as non-uniform thickness of glasses in the cell unit. This type of mura spreads over a large area. Hence, it is difficult to detect v-band muras based simply on local operator. To detect V-band mura, we check the variation tendency of the projected 1-D intensity profile. Figure 8(a) shows an FOS image. We first vertically project the 2-D image data into a 1-D intensity profile, shown as the blue dotted line in Figure 8(b) . In the projected profile, significant intensity deviations indicate the existence of V-band muras. To detect large intensity deviation, we analyze the variation tendency of the projected profile by checking the profile curvature. Here, we adopt the zero-crossing points on the profile curvature to indicate the turning points of variation tendency. Based on these zero-crossing points, a 2nd-order curve fitting is performed to generate a smooth approximation of the projected profile, shown as the cyan line in Figure 8(b) . Figure 8(c) shows the difference between the smooth approximating profile and the original profile. The difference is smoothed by Gaussian filter to suppress noise. Red points indicate local minimums while green points indicate local maximums. To determine whether there is a visible v-band mura, we calculate at each local extreme the intensity difference between that extreme and its adjacent local extremes, indicated as the red line in Figure 8(c) . This intensity difference indicates how serious a local deviation is, as indicated in Figure 8(d) . If the difference is above a pre-selected threshold, that local deviation is detected as a v-band mura. In our experiments, the threshold is set to be 0.015, empirically. 
Inspection of Rubbing Mura
During the manufacturing of LCD panels, the rubbing process is a process to control the arrangement of liquid crystals. However, during this process, dust or particles may cause rubbing muras. Poor rubbing process or polluted rubbing cloth may also cause this kind of defects. Figure 9 (a) shows a typical rubbing mura on the FOS image of an LCD panel. These rubbing lines appear along the diagonal direction. Because these Rubbing lines appear as a periodic pattern, we may apply frequency-domain analysis to the extraction of rubbing muras. Figure 9 (b) represents the dc component and the two axes represent the frequency axes along the vertical and horizontal directions. Due to the existence of rubbing mura, there appear a few bright points in Figure 9 (b) that correspond to the strong periodic components in the FOS image. In our experiments, rubbing muras tend to appear at the same frequency. With this observation, we presume the same manufacturing process will produce the same type of rubbing mura. Hence, we explicitly design a frequency mask as shown in Figure 9 (c) to sift out unnecessary frequency components. Moreover, in the design of the frequency mask, we also preserve the 2 nd and 3 rd harmonic components. Figure 9 (d) shows the masked frequency contents. If we transform the masked frequency components back to the spatial domain via inverse FFT, we can get the red pattern as shown in Figure 9 (e). This pattern does correspond to the rubbing mura in Figure 9 (a). Hence, to detect rubbing muras, we may simply check whether there are distinct components in the masked frequency components. Here, we check the sum of power to detect the existence of distinct components. In Table 1 , we show the comparison between the JND (Just Noticeable Difference) value and the sum of power of the masked frequency components. These subjective JND values are determined by professional LCD panel inspectors, who had been well trained to inspect the visual quality of LCD panels. A mura with "JND-value =1.5" indicates that the contrast of that mura is about 1.5 times of the JND level, subjectively. Table 1 indicates that the JND-value of a rubbing mura is basically proportional to the power sum. As a result, we can select a threshold, shown as the red line in Table 1 , to determine whether there is a rubbing mura in the FOS image of an LCD panel. Note that the thresholding is performed in the frequency domain and there is no need to convert the masked frequency components back to the spatial domain. 
Inspection of Light Leak Mura
Light leakage muras usually appears at the boundary regions of an LCD panel. An ideal LCD panel should have no visible bright area around the boundaries of the panel if the screen is in fully dark. However, light leakage may occur at the boundaries due to misalignment during manufacturing. The non-uniform distribution of brightness enhancement film in the boundary region may also produce this kind of mura defect. Figure 10 (a). It can be seen that the intensity value across the center part is roughly flat, while the intensity value along the bottom boundary changes quite dramatically. To detect light leakage muras, we also adopt the aforementioned LOG filter that has been used in the detection of cluster muras. However, since light leakage muras always occur at boundaries of the FOS image, we need to manipulate the boundary regions properly before we apply the LOG operator. For example, as shown in Figure 11(b) , above the top boundary of the FOS image, we pad a mirror image of that part. We also pad mirror images around the bottom, left, and right boundaries of the FOS image. After the padding, a light leakage mura appears just like a line-type cluster mura and we can simply apply a line-type LOG filter as shown in Figure 11(c) to detect it. The process would be the same as that in detecting cluster muras and the detection result of Figure 10 (a) is shown in Figure 10 (e).
CONCLUSION
To detect four types of muras, an automatic inspection system was proposed. This system can detect cluster mura, vband mura, rubbing mura, and light leakage mura. To detect cluster muras, a multi-resolution approach based on the LOG filter is used. To speed up the processing speed, this multi-resolution approach is implemented in the frequency domain. To detect v-band muras, we check the variation tendency of the projected 1-D intensity profile. To detect rubbing muras, we designed a frequency mask to detect distinct components in the frequency domain. To detect light leak muras, we apply image mirroring over the boundary parts and adopt the same LOG filter that has been used in detecting cluster muras. All four types of mura detection are integrated together in an efficient way. Simulation results demonstrate that this system is indeed very helpful in detecting mura defects. 
